One particularly influential demonstration of "true" conflict-adaptation was reported by Kerns et al in direct response to our study. These authors used a variant of the Stroop task with three response choices, 70% congruent trials, and three blocks of 80 trials each. After eliminating word-word and color-color repetitions, a sizeable conflict adaptation effect of approximately 50 ms remained. In addition, these authors provided brain-imaging evidence that trial n ACC activity predicted both trial n+1 prefrontal activity and the size of the adaptation effect. We will return to the neural evidence in the Discussion section. Our main concern here is with the behavioral adaptation pattern obtained in this study. Two aspects are noteworthy in this respect:
First, assessment of the adaptation effect was relatively short with only three blocks of testing. Why would length of testing matter? One possibility is that adaptation patterns arise from an explicit, conscious response to perceived conflict. Interestingly, this was exactly the explanation for the conflict-adaptation pattern presented in the original paper (Gratton et al., 1992) . In fact, these authors provided evidence that an adaptation-like pattern is obtained when subjects receive explicit cues that signal the level of conflict for the next trial. Such conscious regulation could be expected in the early, deliberative phases of practice with a new task. Thus, it is possible that the conflict-adaptation pattern is restricted to the first few blocks of testing and disappears thereafter.
Second, while simple repetitions of relevant and irrelevant features were eliminated in this study, cross-dimensional repetitions (i.e., word-to-color and color-to-word) could still occur. In fact, with only three different stimuli, all trial-to-trial transitions that do not contain withindimension repetitions necessarily contain across-dimension repetitions in case of II trials. Apriori it is not clear what the effect of these types of repetitions might be. Distractor-to-target repetitions (i.e., word-to-color) are negative-priming situations, which often produce particularly long response times. Including these in II trials would work against detecting a true conflictadaptation pattern. Target-to-distractor repetitions (i.e., color-to-word) have received much less attention in the literature. However, in the few cases they have been looked at, substantial RT facilitation was obtained (e.g., May, Kane, & Hasher, 1995) . Thus, including these in II trials could produce artificial adaptation patterns.
The first experiment is basically a replication of the Kerns et al. study. However, we use a larger number of blocks in order to examine the robustness of any adaptation pattern as a function of within-experiment experience. In this experiment, we also look separately at distractor-to-target and at target-to-distractor repetitions to find hints for possible confounding effects of such cross-dimensional repetitions.
Experiment 1

Method Participants
Thirty-five students of the University of Oregon participated in 10 blocks of 88 trials each.
Stimuli, Tasks, and Procedure
Stimuli were the words red, green, or blue, written in red, green, or blue font. Responses were executed with the dominant hand on the computer keyboard with the colors red, green, and blue mapped onto the b key, the n key, and the m key respectively. Word stimuli were presented centrally within a rectangular stimulus frame in Font Helvetica 18. Response-to-stimulus interval was 1000 ms and the empty screen remained on the screen during this interval. Subjects were instructed to respond to the word color and ignore the word and to perform the task as fast as possible without sacrificing accuracy. As in Kerns et al., the congruent/incongruent ratio was 70/30 and the first four and the last four trials of each block were always incongruent and not included in the analysis. Subjects were not explicitly informed of the congruent/incongruent ratio.
Results and Discussion
Adaptation Effects
The first four and the final four trials of each block were eliminated from the analyses, as were error trials and trials following errors. In addition, we eliminated all color-repetition and all word-repetitions trials. If these had been included, large adaptation patterns would have been obtained. Table 1 shows the relevant results for both RTs and errors, along with the critical Fstatistics for the previous-trial congruent and the current-trial congruent interaction. We present both the overall results and results for the first 2 blocks and the remaining blocks separately.
This way of defining an "early phase" of practice is somewhat arbitrary. The two blocks are a bit shorter than the three 80-trial blocks of total testing used by Kerns et al. (2004) , but parsing up bocks this way, consistently produced the strongest adaptation effects across the two experiments presented here.
----Add Table 1 and Figure 1 here ----Despite a very strong congruency effect, there were no overall reliable adaptation effects, neither for RTs, where the total adaptation effect was 10 ms nor for errors, were the total effect size was 1.5%. However, as shown in Figure 1 (upper panel), when looking separately at the initial two blocks, a reliable RT adaptation effect of a total of 50 ms was obtained along with a numerical adaptation pattern for errors with a total effect size of 2.5%. However, for the remaining 8 blocks, there was no detectable adaptation pattern (RT effect size = 4 ms, error effect size = 1.0%). The three-way interaction between phase (blocks 1-2 vs. blocks 3-10), previoustrial and current-trial congruency just failed the reliability criterion, F(1,34)=3.42, p<.08.
Cross-Dimensional Repetitions
In a design with only three different responses, all II trials are either target-to-distractor or distractor-to-target (negative priming) repetitions. With the missing no-repetition control this design is not an optimal situation to look at the specific effects of either of these two types of repetitions. However, it is possible to obtain some idea whether or not such effects are present by simply comparing target-distractor and negative-priming trials. We found that targetdistractor trials were faster, difference score=30 ms, t(34)=1.7, p=.10, and more accurate than negative-priming trials, difference score=2.5%, t(34)=1.6, p=.13. Even though they failed the statistical significance criterion, these results suggest that in light of the usually small conflictadaptation effects, cross-dimensional priming needs to be considered as an additional controlunrelated factor that can artificially produce adaptation effects. In fact, when eliminating the target-to-distractor repetitions from the analyses of the first two blocks the adaptation effect was reduced from 50 ms to 20 ms, and no longer reliable (p>.6). It needs to be pointed out though that this analysis is ambiguous as it is not clear to what degree target-to-distractor repetitions underestimate, or whether distractor-to-target repetitions overestimate the RTs for II trials. Experiment 2 will allow us to clarify this issue.
Conclusion
In our close replication of the Kerns et al. design, we obtained the adaptation pattern for the first two blocks, which is roughly comparable to the three blocks total testing used in the original study. However, the adaptation pattern was not present in the remaining blocks. At first sight, this result is compatible with the idea that adaptation might be a conscious process that occurs during early, deliberate phases of dealing with a new situation. However, matters are complicated by the fact that designs with only three response options do not eliminate potential contaminations of adaptation effects through cross-dimension repetitions. In fact, detailed analyses of these repetitions suggest the possibility that they might be at least partially responsible for the observed adaptation pattern found in the first two blocks.
Experiment 2
In the second experiment, we switched to a 6-choice version of the Stroop task, which allows a sufficient number of no-repetition transitions (within nor between dimensions) to look at adaptation effects in an un-confounded manner. In this experiment, we can also take another look at the potential effect of across-dimension repetitions. Finally, we also manipulated the proportion of conflict trials with the goal to look at local, trial-to-trial adaptation effects and global, block-wise adaptation within the same experiment.
Method Participants
Sixty students of the University of Oregon participated in 10 blocks of 80 trials each.
Stimuli, Tasks, and Procedure
Stimuli were the words red, green, blue, brown, gray, or yellow written in red, green, blue, brown, gray, or yellow font. Responses were executed on the computer keyboard with the colors red, green, blue, brown, gray, or yellow mapped onto the z, the x, the c, the b, the n, and the m key respectively. Subjects were instructed to respond to the word color and ignore the word and to perform the task as fast as possible without sacrificing accuracy. Subjects were randomly assigned to three different groups differing in the ratio of congruent to incongruent trials (70/30, 50/50, 70/30). Eighteen subjects each were assigned to the 50/50 and the 30/70 group. The 70/30 group is the most interesting (i.e., it is the same condition that was used by Kerns et al. and in the Experiment 1) and the number of II trials in this condition can become very small, in particular after eliminating repetitions. To increase reliability, we assigned 24 subjects to this condition.
Results and Discussion
Adaptation Effects
Again, error trials and trials after errors were eliminated. For the main analyses we also eliminated all within-dimension and cross-dimension repetitions. One subject in the 50/50 condition was excluded as an outlier because of mean RTs that were 8 SDs larger than the mean RT in that condition. Table 2 presents relevant results for both RTs and errors across all relevant conditions. We present both the overall results, as well as results for the first two blocks and the remaining blocks separately.
----Add Table 2 here ----We first conducted an overall ANOVA with the factors current-trial congruency, previous-trial congruency, and phase (blocks 1-2 versus blocks 3-10) as within-subject factors and conflict-proportion as a three-level between-subject factor, specified as a linear contrast.
Aside from a very large conflict effect, F(1, 57)=218.07, p<.01, there was a strong linear effect of conflict proportion on the congruency effect with larger conflict effects for lower conflict proportions (but no conflict-proportion main effect), F(1, 57)=8.12, p<.01. This effect is shown in Figure 2 . In addition, the results reveal a standard, trial-by-trial adaptation pattern in form of an interaction between prior-trial congruency and current-trial congruency, F(1, 57)=5.48, p<.03, and finally both a general speed-up across the two phases, F(1, 57)=47.61, p<.01, and a threeway interaction between the phase factor, prior-trial congruency, and current-trial congruency, F(1, 57)=4.52, p<.03. This three-way interaction was due to the fact that there was a substantial adaptation effect of 51 ms for the first two blocks. F(1,57)=5.48, p<.03, that completely disappeared for the remaining blocks (4 ms), F(1,57)=.11, p>.7 (see Figure 1 , lower panel).
Even though the adaptation pattern disappeared after the first two blocks, the effect of the conflict-proportion on the Stroop congruency effect remained highly reliable for blocks 3-10, F(1,57)=9.0, p<.01. Both the clear absence of an adaptation pattern beyond the first two blocks and the fact that there was a strong congruency proportion effect in the absence of an adaptation pattern in blocks 3-10 is difficult to reconcile with the conflict-monitoring model.
With regard to errors, the pattern of adaptation effects was similar to RTs. The overall adaptation effect failed the reliability criterion, F(1,57)=2.04, p>.1, but the triple interaction with the phase factor was reliable, F(1,57)=5.14, p<.03 (for details, see Table 2 ). The fact that these block-wise and trial-to-trial adaptation seem to be largely dissociated (i.e., during blocks 3 to 10) is difficult to reconcile with the conflict-monitoring account, which sees both effects as two sides of the same coin. Table 2 also shows the results for specific groups and separately for the initial phase and the remaining blocks. As apparent, for RTs the adaptation pattern was reliable only for the initial phase in the 70/30 group, although there was a numerical adaptation pattern also for the initial phase in the 30/70 group. For errors, the adaptation pattern was reliable only in the initial phase in the 30/70 group. We have no good explanation for why the adaptation pattern is present for the 70/30 and the 30/70 group, but not for the 50/50 group. If overall conflict were in some way linked to the adaptation pattern then one would have expected a monotonous increase as a function of an increase in congruent trials. However, the present pattern might suggest that adaptation patterns emerge whenever there are rare events, no matter whether congruent or incongruent.
In any case, the fact that when it appeared, the adaptation pattern was present in the first two blocks, is consistent both with Experiment 1 and with the idea that it might result from conscious regulation during the early, deliberate phase of practice. Different than in Experiment 1, all repetitions could be excluded here. Thus, the adaptation pattern we did obtain in the initial phase cannot be attributed to lower-level priming effects.
Cross-Dimensional Priming
This experiment allows an additional opportunity to examine the effects of crossdimensional priming. Looking only at II trials, and separately at no-repetition trials, target-todistractor repetitions, and distractor-to-target repetitions, we found that target-to-distractor repetitions were highly significantly faster and more accurate than no-repetition trials, RT effect=40 ms, t(58)=4.0, p<.001, accuracy effect=2.2%, t(58)=2.8, p<.01, whereas distractor-totarget repetitions (i.e., negative priming) were not significantly slower, RT effect=24 ms, t(58)=1.6, p>.12, and actually somewhat more accurate than no-repetition trials, accuracy effect=1.6%, t(58)=1.7, p>.1. These effects were not reliably modulated by the variation in conflict proportion. Thus, in the present situation the net effect of not excluding crossdimensional repetitions would work in favor of reducing RTs and improving accuracy rates on II trials, which in turn could lead to spurious adaptation patterns. For example, if cross-dimension trials had been included in the current experiment a significant accuracy adaptation pattern would have been obtained, F(1, 57)=4.69, p<.05, an effect that was not reliable after excluding crossdimensional repetitions, F(1,57)=2.04, p>.1.
General Discussion
The experiments reported here were closely modeled after the paradigm used by Kerns et al. (2004) study, which produced one of the most-cited results in favor of the conflict-monitoring model. We find some evidence for the basic conflict-adaptation pattern when we constrain our analysis to about the same amount of testing as occurred in Kerns et al. However, in both of our experiments, we show that the adaptation effect disappears when looking beyond the initial phase of testing, even though a robust conflict effect is present thought the experiment. In Experiment 2, we also found that the trial-to-trial adaptation pattern and the block-wise modulation of the conflict effect through the proportion of conflict trials can be dissociated (for a similar result, see Fernandez-Duque & Knight, 2007) . Both the disappearing adaptation effect after short practice and the dissociation between trial-by-trial and block-wise effects are difficult to explain with the current versions of the conflict-monitoring model. According to this model, adaptation should arise automatically whenever there is conflict effect and given that trial-to-trial and block-wise effects are reflections of the same basic process they should co-occur. We also showed that a potential confound present in the Kerns et al. paradigm, the presence of cross-dimensional repetitions, may have contributed to the adaptation pattern in that study. This result underscores the importance of taking into regard all possible low-level repetitions when the goal is to interpret more abstract trial-to-trial relationships. This result is also important with regard to studies that had used post-hoc exclusion of repetitions trials in the context of two-choice Flanker task situations (e.g., Mayr et al., 2003; Nieuwenhuis et al., 2006) . In these studies, all II trials that remain after excluding target repetitions are either target-to-distractor or distractor-to-target repetitions. If negative priming was a major factor in such situations, the absence of an adaptation effect in these situations might be explained because negative priming might artificially increase RTs in II trials. However, given that we found that if anything target-todistractor effects dominate over negative priming effects, such a scenario seems unlikely. In the following, we discuss some of the implications of our and other recent results for the question how the cognitive system deals with conflict.
Conflict-Adaptation in the Kerns et al. Study?
Our results suggest that the conflict-adaptation effects found in the Kerns et al. study may have been rather limited with regard to amount of testing and may have been affected by a crossdimensional repetition confound. One could counter that the behavioral effects presented by Kerns et al. are only half of the story and that the more interesting results relevant for the conflict-monitoring model are actually in the brain-imaging results from that study. Specifically, these authors reported that the conflict-related ACC response on trial n was predictive of the amount of prefrontal activity and the behavioral conflict effect on trial n+1. This result seems to directly support the claim that ACC registers conflict and initiates activity in regulatory areas (i.e., lateral prefrontal cortex).
However, the analyses that this conclusion is based on were geared towards confirming the one predicted association (i.e., between trial n ACC activity and trial n+1 PFC activity), while ignoring all other possible associations between two areas across two time points. To be more specific, the data-analytic situation is that of a cross-lagged panel analysis where inferences about variable A at time point 1 predicting variable B at time point 2 would have to be examined after controlling for all possible synchronous and asynchronous relations (e.g., Kenny, 1975) . Just assume that ACC and PFC activity covary across trials, such that ACC and PFC tend to be both high on some trials and lower on others and that activity on one trial predicts activity on the next trial. In such a case, the correlation between trial n ACC activity and trial n+1 PFC activity could arise simply because this is one of the ways in which brain regions covarying in a synchronous manner would express itself, with no further causal significance. The critical question is whether ACC activity is a "leading indicator" of prefrontal activity and/or behavioral adjustments. Until such results are provided, any verdict on whether or not there is strong neural-level support for the conflict-adaptation model needs to be considered with caution.
In this context it is interesting to note that data from patients with profound ACC damage do not corroborate the conflict-monitoring model. Specifically, Fellows and Farah reported no change in Stroop effect and block-wise adaptation patterns in patients with substantial ACC lesions. In addition, in a particularly careful neuroimaging study by Egner and Hirsch (2005) there was clear indication of conflict adaptation and of prefrontal involvement in this effect, but no evidence for ACC involvement.
The Role of Practice: Do Adaptation Effects Depend on Explicit Regulation?
In those cases where we did find evidence for conflict-adaptation patterns in our study they were all constrained to the first two blocks of practice in the task. One possible explanation for this pattern is that these types of early adaptation effects are the result of deliberate and conscious regulation. It has long been thought that early phases of dealing with a new task are characterized by deliberate regulation (Schneider & Shiffrin, 1977) .
Interestingly, some of the clearest results regarding "true" conflict-adaptation effects come form studies that had used relatively short testing episodes. For example, Egner and Hirsch Is there more direct evidence that trial-to-trial adaptation patterns can arise when subjects exert deliberate control? In fact, even the original paper on conflict adaptation effect by Gratton et al. (1992) reports that explicit cues that signal either conflict or non-conflict trials produce adaptation patterns. Interestingly, these authors make no distinction between the type of regulation that might occur as the result of an explicit cue and the regulation resulting from the experience of conflict. It is only since the conflict-monitoring model that such adaptation patterns are almost exclusively discussed as a result of automatic regulation.
A very interesting recent paper by Fernandez-Duque and Knight (2007) looked at crosstask, trial-by-trial adaptation patterns as well as cross-task adaptation as the result of explicit cues. Regarding trial-to-trial patterns, these authors replicated Mayr et al. in finding no trial-totrial cross-task adaptation, but n-2 within-task adaptation that was contingent on stimulus repetitions. For the explicit cuing situation, these authors used a novel setup where the cues referred to the difficulty of a pair of trials (e.g., a color-word Stroop task) between which a single trial from a different task (e.g., a number Stroop task) was sandwiched. The cues were 100% valid with regard to the level of conflict in the targeted task, but the sandwiched trial was unpredictably either congruent or incongruent. Interestingly, conflict effects for the sandwiched trials were modulated by the conflict in the "surrounding" task, but only when explicitly cued.
Thus, from these results we can derive the interesting suggestion that cross-task adaptation patterns might be a behavioral signature of explicit regulation.
Another interesting line of work that speaks to the issue of explicit, conscious regulation looks at the role of conflict awareness on conflict regulation. Clearly, from the perspective of the conflict-monitoring model awareness should not be an issue. All that should count is the level of conflict "measured" by ACC. However, Kunde et al. (2003) manipulated conflict-awareness through metacontrast masking of either congruent or incongruent primes. He found an adaptation pattern only if participants were aware of primes, even though conflict effects were present both for the aware and the unaware situation. The few papers that have looked at the question of how conscious awareness is related to regulation have produced somewhat mixed results (for a short review, see Mayr, 2004) . Thus, more work on this issue is likely to provide critical results with regard to the theoretically important question of the necessary and sufficient triggering conditions for conflict-adaptation effects.
Taken together, existing evidence is consistent with the idea that adaptation patterns can be produced through conscious, deliberate regulation. At the same time we need to acknowledge that we have no direct evidence for the role of explicit regulation. Nevertheless, we believe that evidence regarding claims of automatic adaptation should be scrutinized relative to the alternative hypothesis that it might have been produced through explicit regulation. The results by Fernandez-Duque and Knight (2007) are particularly interesting in this regard as they suggest a possible indicator of explicit regulation: the presence of cross-task adaptation effects.
Is there an Automatic Conflict-Regulation Feedback Loop?
While there can be no question that conflict-adaptation patterns can be obtained under certain circumstances (e.g., Egner & Hirsch, 2005; Freitas et al., 2007; Ullsperger, Bylsma, & Botvinick, 2005; Verbruggen, Notebaert, Liefooghe, & Vandierendonck, 2006) we believe that the effect is not as consistent as the notion of an automatic link between conflict and control would require. Aside from the present results, a number of other recent papers have failed to obtain conflict adaptation effects in specific conditions (Fernandez-Duque & Knight, in press; Kunde, 2003; Mayr et al., 2003; Nieuwenhuis et al., 2006 ). An elusive, context-dependent link between conflict and conflict-adaptation is difficult to handle for the conflict-monitoring model, which predicts a uniform and automatic adaptive response whenever there are strong levels of response conflict. While it might be possible to eliminate from the model the idea of an automatic link between conflict and adaptation, such a change would take away from its allure.
After all, the model has been so influential because an automatic conflict-monitoring device provides a mechanistic account of how cognitive control is controlled. If the "automatic controller" itself turns out to be context sensitive, we need to reopen the search for the ultimately controlling homunculus.
We believe the current empirical situation calls for serious attempts to explore the entire range of theoretical alternatives that might produce conflict-adaptation effects. Specifically, we see the following contenders to the conflict-monitoring model:
Deliberate regulation. As already argued above, some of our and others' results could point to the role of explicit, deliberate regulation. We also discussed evidence suggesting that explicit, cue-driven regulation can produce the typical adaptation pattern. One argument here could be that it is exactly the unconscious conflict-detection mechanism that results in subjects becoming aware of the fact that conscious regulation may be called for. While this is a viable possibility it is equally true that in all standard conflict paradigms, the presence of conflict can be easily detected by the "conscious subject" (e.g., the fact that arrows point in different directions or color and color word do not match). In this context it is particularly interesting that when conflict cannot be detected consciously, adaptation effects disappear (e.g., Kunde, 2003) .
Passive carry-over of control settings. A very straightforward account of the adaptation pattern that, curiously, has received little attention relies on the idea of passive carry-over or priming of control settings. The assumption here is that in "surviving" a high-conflict trial the system had to settle into a more controlled state than in "surviving" a low-conflict trial. As a result it will be better prepared for conflict on the following trial. Such carry-over of control settings is the mechanism the Gilbert and Shallice's (2002) model of task switching uses to explain switch costs. In fact, in initial simulations we were able to get this model to produce the basic trial-to-trial adaptation pattern without requiring an explicit conflict-adaptation device (Mayr, 2007) .
Instance-based episodic learning. Logan's instance model (1988) assumes automaticencoding of aspects relevant for specific selection episodes into long-term memory (LTM). In addition, the more similar the current selection episode is to recent selection episodes stored in LTM, the greater the probability of automatic retrieval of this episode. There is now growing evidence that LTM encoding of selection episodes can include internal control states relevant to perform a particular action (e.g., Awh, Kliestik & Sgarlata, 2005; Bryck & Mayr, in press; Mayr & Bryck, 2005 , 2006 , Crump, Gong, & Milliken, 2006 . Thus, one possible explanation of the conflict-adaptation effect is that the attentional setting stored on a high-conflict trial is the dominant episodic instance retrieved when the next trial again is a high-conflict trial.
Consistent with this view, recent evidence suggests that adaptation effects have a strong itemspecific component (e.g, Jacoby, Lindsay & Hessel, 2003; Crump et al., 2006) . There have been recent modeling attempts to account for the item-specific effects by adding an item-specific learning component to the basic conflict-detection loop (Blais, Robidoux, Risko, & Besner, 2007) . However, from these modeling attempts it is not clear whether the conflict-adaptation component is actually necessary or whether episodic learning models without conflict-adaptation can also produce adaptation patterns.
Currently, any of these accounts (or combination of accounts) provides a viable explanation for any given adaptation pattern reported in the literature. Moreover, in each of these accounts, conflict-adaptation results from well-established mechanisms that explain also other important phenomena. In contrast, the conflict-monitoring model explains adaptation patterns as the result of an extra process that is specifically designed to detect and respond to conflict.
Whether or not the assumption of this extra process is necessary needs to be addressed in future research. Until then we should exercise caution when interpreting adaptation patterns. Tables   Table 1: Kerns et al. replication. Mean RTs (SD) 
